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GEOLOGY 101 
Notes on the Geology of the San Pedro Mountains   The geology of the San Pedro Mountains is quite complicated. The briefest possible description is that a series of Pennsylvanian and Permian sedimentary rocks were intruded by a number of intermediate igneous rocks causing the formation of a number of new rocks, ores, and lots of faulting.   The sedimentary rocks include the Pennsylvanian Madera Limestone (over 1000' thick), the Permian Abo and Yeso redbeds, the San Andreas Limestone, and the Dockum Group. So there are sandstones, shales, and limestones.   The intrusive rocks include monzonite, monzonite porphyry, latite, latite porphry, rhyolite, rhyolite porphry, and a small diabase. The monzonite and the rhyolite porphyry are the most important.   The new rocks are metamorphic and metasomatised rocks including marble, hornfels, and skarns (or tac-tites, calc-silicate rocks). Marble is metamorphosed limestone, hornfels is metamorphosed shale (it is a lot like slate without the platy habit), and skarn is metaso-matised marble. You can think of the skarn as starting as a limestone which had lots of new elements added and all of the carbonate removed so it is now a rock with a lot of calcium-rich silicate minerals like the gar-net.   The igneous rocks formed dikes, sills, laccoliths, a pipe, and several stocks. Gold from the district occurs with several of these but the skarns are concentrated next to the stocks. The skarns are also hosts for most of the base metal ores.  A thorough discussion of the geology of the San Pedro Mountains can be found, online, in bulletin 77 of the NM Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, 1961. The title is "Geology of the San Pedro Mountains, San-ta Fe County, New Mexico". It is written by William W. Atkinson, Jr. and it served as his master's thesis. It is a joy to read because he includes discussion of the 

flora, fauna, and lots of history. Some things that have disappeared from modern geologic treatises. 
Paul Hlava 

 

Historic San Pedro Mine 
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Winter Classes 
Jewelry Making - 

Pendants and earrings 

 

 

 

 

 

Gem Trees and Gem Tree 
Pendants 

   

 

 

Come join the fun!! 
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Minerals via Periodic Table 
Groups                 First of a series by Jim Kraai  Widely used mineral classification schemes depend on the ion groups attached to metals.  This is great for a world-wide methodology for minerals.  We in central North America, however, live in an area dominated by sedimentary geology, so by taking a look at mineral classification from a periodic table 
column-oriented perspective, thus introducing a new classification scheme, we can enhance the way we observe our local geology and perhaps even lead us to new insights and tools for our pursuit of geologic understanding.  
Introduction to Mineral Classification  To learn something new, let's start by looking at what is already around.  The Nickel-Strunz, or just Strunz, classification divides minerals into ten classes, which are further divided into divisions, families and groups according to chemical composition and crystal structure.  The 'Strunz mineral classes' are: 1. Elements 2. Sulfides and sulfosalts 3. Halides 4. Oxides, hydroxides and arsenites 5. Carbonates and nitrates 6. Borates 7. Sulfates, chromates, molybdates and tungstates 8. Phosphates, arsenates and vanadates 9. Silicates 10. Organic compounds  

 11. Elements 12. Sulfides and sulfosalts 13. Halides 14. Oxides, hydroxides and arsenites 15. Carbonates and nitrates 16. Borates 17. Sulfates, chromates, molybdates and tungstates 18. Phosphates, arsenates and vanadates 19. Silicates 20. Organic compounds    Some of these are self-explanatory, but it's definitely worth glancing at each of them individually at:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nickel%E2%80%93Strunz_classification   What characterizes this and these systems is the emphasis on the 'dominant ion or ion group.'  What this means is that carbonates are treated as a group, regardless of what they're attached to, similarly for oxides or sulfates.  What we seek to do in the next several newsletters is to introduce a focus on the periodic columns, instead of the carbonates or sulphates or oxides as the Strunz classification does.   Next month, we'll look at the second column, Group 2 elements including Beryllium, Magnesium, Calcium, Strontium, and Barium.  This column is arguably the most important in our sedimentary, middle-continent geology. 
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Rockhound 101.0 First of a series by CIMS member Karen Leibold    So how and when does one become a rockhound? My story:  Over the years I have worked as a health educator, assistant in an advertising agency, and as an antique dealer. Volunteering has exposed me to church office work, event management, fundraising, visual art, historical museum work, and other community groups. Not much rock related in that list! It does explain why I was ok with coordinating the recent MWF Convention in Des Moines. But why so much time focused on rocks these days? As an empty nester I found myself longing for interests that had been set aside while running a household and raising two daughters. Growing up included much exploration of a limestone bluff area along the Mississippi River, and trips to all parts of the U.S., particularly areas with mountains, lakes and streams. I assisted my grandfather with the rebuilding of the fireplace at the family cabin. This fireplace was built by my grandfather and his father in the 1910’s. It had AMAZING rocks! So…. I have always been around cool rocks. My mom brought back a green & pink pebble from a family trip to Colorado one year – about 1972 -- and she splurged and had it set in 14k white gold! So… It must be genetic. My favorite classes at the U of Iowa were a design course, Silversmithing, and Geology 101 (“Rock Shop”). So… Joining the Des Moines Lapidary Society and then learning there was also the Central Iowa Mineral Society has been a wonderful way to return to all three.     The motivation for this series comes from my background as an educator, and as a rusty returnee to the organized world of geology. The questions asked most often about antiques, and rocks, are, “What is this?” Then, “Is this anything?” What were those tests we did in Rock Shop? What tools are helpful? How was this formed? Is it suitable for cutting? Is it rare?    The next topic in this series will focus on the physical characteristics of minerals, traits which are used to identify and describe minerals.  
Via News Nuggets Dec 14 Vol 65 No 10 
 

Bench Tips by Brad Smith ========================================= 
DEPTH GAUGE FOR DRILLING  Sometimes you need to drill a number of holes all to the same depth. One quick and easy way to do this is to wind some tape around the drill bit so that the tape just touches the part surface when the hole is deep enough.  You can set the depth either by measuring from the tip of the drill to the tape or by drilling to the correct depth, leaving the bit in the hole, and wrapping tape around the bit at the surface level.  Note that a little extra tape left free on the end will blow away debris from the drilling. 

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
CUTTING A BOLT  Whenever you have to cut a threaded bolt shorter, it's often difficult to get the nut to thread back onto it. And the smaller the bolt, the more difficult it is to restore any distorted threads. The problem is easily solved with the use of a nut. Here's how I do it.  First, screw a nut onto the bolt before cutting it. Grip the bolt by the threaded section that is to be sawed off. Then saw the bolt to the desired length, taper the end with sandpaper or file, and unscrew the nut from the bolt.  Unscrewing the nut over the freshly cut end of the bolt will straighten out any damage that sawing and filing did to the threads. Gripping the bolt by the piece to be sawed off localizes any crushing damage to the piece that will be thrown away.  
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SHARP KNIVES FOR CUTTING MOLDS    Cutting molds is easier and more precise with a sharp blade. A new Xacto blade is sufficient for cutting RTV molds but is usually not sharp enough for vulcanized rubber. For that it's best to use scalpel blades available from most jewelry supply companies.   The #11 blade is triangle shaped, and the #12 is hawksbill shaped. I find the hawksbill is particularly nice for cutting the registration keys of the mold.  

 
--------------------- 
USE YOUR THUMB    When using multiple bits in a Foredom, we often have to deal with several different shaft sizes - the usual 3/32 inch burs, the larger 1/8 inch shafts sizes and of course the many different sizes of drills. For some reason I really dislike having to turn the key multiple times to open or close the jaws of the hand piece chuck.   So I have two ways to speed up that task. For opening up the jaws, I just remember "four", the number of turns I have to make to open the chuck just enough from the 3/32 bur shaft size to the larger 1/8 bur shaft size.   For closing the jaws around a smaller shaft, there's a neat trick. Hold the new bit in the center of the open jaws of the chuck, put your thumb lightly onto the outer toothed collar of the chuck, and gently start up the Foredom. As the chuck turns, it will naturally tighten the jaws around the bur shaft or the drill bit. Then all you have to do is a final tightening with the key.  

========================================= 
 By the way, we editors do a lot of writing and often never realize how many people are reading and appreciating the effort. Today I was surprised by some feedback.  Way back in 2007, I wrote an article for the inaugural issue of Interweave's Jewelry Artist magazine about broom casting. Last year, a portion of it was reprinted in the company's huge Jewelry Making Daily blog. That was definitely neat, but yesterday I was blown away by their announcement.  My post was named the most popular one of 2015, eight years after the original. Who would have guessed that so many people get a kick out of pouring molten silver into a floor broom. My book on the entire process is available on Amazon at http://amzn.to/1Z6hYws 
 
================================== 
 More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at facebook.com/BenchTips/ or see  Get all 101 of Brad’s bench tips in "Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" on Amazon 

http://amazon.com/dp/0988285800/ 

------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- Definition of the Month  Geophantasmogram (n): geo-, comb. form (prefix) Relating to the Earth; phantasmo- (from the French, phantasme)  A thing which exists but is not real; an apparition; -gram, comb. form (suffix) Something written. A diagram used in a geological study to summarize visually the author's preferred interpretation of the rocks under discussion.  Via News Nuggets Vol 62, No. 5 May 2015 
------------- >oo\< ☯ >/oo< ------------- 
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Pyrite or Marcasite 
FeS2  
(iron disulphide) 
 

Marcasite is a misnomer, referring to the mineral pyrite 
when it is faceted into small reflective stones and used in 
jewelry. Marcasite and pyrite are both iron disulfides but 
they are different minerals because they crystallize in 
different systems and form under different geologic 
conditions. Marcasite isn't suitable for use in jewelry 
because it is unstable and can decompose in the air, 
appearing to acquire a chalky coating. Pyrite is named 
after the Greek word for fire as it produces sparks when 
struck by iron. Pyrite crystallizes in the cubic system and 
can form perfect cubes with shiny metallic gold faces. 
Native Americans believed that pyrite "mirrors" allowed 
you to see inside the soul.  
 
http://gemologyonline.com/marcasite.html 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New Species of Wood-Wasp 
Discovered in Canada 

 A new species was discovered by Bruce Archibald while searching for fossilized insects at the McAbee Fossil Beds near Cache Creek in southern British Columbia. When he cracked open a rock he found a beautifully-preserved giant horntail wood-wasp. Archibald, who is a paleoentomologist with the Royal B.C. Museum and Simon Fraser University, had discovered a 53-million-year-old species of a giant wasp which he dubbed Ypresiosirex 
orthosemos. The insect, seven centimeters in length, is one of three new wasp species that Archibald and Alexander Rasnitsyn of the Russian Academy of Sciences identified and published in the journal Canadian Entomologist  This wood-wasp, which is only slightly larger than its modern relatives, lived in a pine forest about 53 million years ago. Today young wood-wasps bore tunnels through wood to grow fungus they eat. The fungus emits poisons while the wasps produce a secretion that weakens the tree's immune system eventually killing it. A picture of the rock containing the fossil is shown in the picture below. This information is from Sigma Xi Smart Briefs. 
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Interesting… 
“…we imported tons from Peru for the cutting villages here 
in Thailand. These stones are usually very tiny and hand cut 
and sell for pennies. The village headman would get the 
material from us and divide it out to the families in the 
village and then sell it back to us as finished cut “marcasite” 
which we in turn sold to the silver jewelry manufacturers in 
Bangkok.” 
 

[Steel cut into facets can be an imitator of these stones. A 
magnet will tell you. Editor] 
 

“…fact there is a spot on the highway in Alaska that was 
exposed when they were building the Trans-Alaska Pipeline 
that is called “Fool’s Gold Alley” where an outcropping of 
iron pyrite literally lines the sides of the road with huge 
boulders of iron pyrite.”   
Peter Lumetta, July 8, 2011    
http://peterlumetta.hubpages.com/hub/PYRITE 
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2015 Officers and Directors 
 

President Craig Moore (563) 445-3034 

Vice President Brett Henderson (309) 626-0107 

Treasurer Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 

Secretary Mike Pepping        (309) 796-1719 

Director (3-year) Connie Huber (563) 355-7131 

Director (2-year) John Oostenryk (563) 212-0565 

Director (1-year) Mary Foulk (309) 764-1473 
 

Committee Chairpersons 
 

Membership Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 
Publicity  Craig Moore (563) 445-3034 
Youth Group Vacant  
Rock Show Chair Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 
Rock Show Co-
Chair 

Craig Moore (563) 445-3034 

Scholarship Board of Directors (563) 445-3034 
Bulletin Editor Kellie Moore (563) 445-3034 
MWF Liaison  Vacant  
 
The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote 
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems and 
minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black Hawk Club 
joined the Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological 
Societies in 1959.  It is also a member of the American 
Federation of Mineralogical Societies. Meetings are held on 
the third Wednesday of every month, September through May 
at 6:00P.M. in the Hauberg Civic Center, 1300 24th Street, 
Rock Island, IL.  Picnics are held at various locations during 
June, July, and August.  Annual Dues: Individual 
Membership: $15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00, Senior 
Individual: $10.00, Family: $20.00.    

 
Newsletter Submissions:  
Please send submissions for publication (announcements, 
photographs, notes, letters, articles, etc.)  in the Smoke Signals 
newsletter to the Editor no later than the first day of the previous 
month. For example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance 
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to Kellie Moore at 
kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via the U.S. Mail:  
Kellie Moore 
718 Franklin Ave   
Davenport, IA 52806 
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the body of the e-
mail message or sent as an attachment.  
Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be 
accompanied by a written release from the copyright holder. 
All material submitted is subject to editing. No anonymous 
submissions will be considered; however, the submitter's name 
will be withheld or a pseudonym may be used at the 
submitter's request. The deadline for all submitted work is the 
20th of the month before it is to be published. Late and\or 
unused entries may be published in later issue. 
Looking forward to receiving an article from 
you!  
Editor: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave, Davenport, IA 
52806. 
 

Disclaimer: The conclusions and opinions expressed in 
Smoke Signals are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of the Officers, Editor, or members 
of the club. 
 
Copyright © 2015 by the Black Hawk Gem & Mineral Club, 
Inc. With the exception of items that are specifically 
copyrighted by their authors, other clubs may use material 
published in Smoke Signals as long as proper credit is given 
and the meaning or sense of the material is not changed. 
 

Visit us at:  
www.blackhawkgemandmineralclub.com 
 

Affiliations 
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological 

Societies 
 

http://www.amfed.org/mwf/ 
 

American Federation of Mineralogical Societies 
 

http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm 
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